Praise for Meetings With Paul by Phil Krapf
"Krapf is possibly the least likely person I could ever imagine who would fabricate either his
encounters with ETs or his later meetings with his guardian angel . . . If a hard-nosed, atheistic
newspaperman can find himself thrown into such extraordinary circumstances, then there really
is hope for everybody."
—Timothy Wyllie, coauthor of the international bestseller Ask Your Angels

“Are angels, creatures usually viewed as part of Christian belief, really linked to the religion?
Paul grants Phillip, a vocal atheist, sage advice about the world around him, advice that is
surprisingly free of religious bent. Meetings With Paul is an enlightening account that reveals
how spirituality does not absolutely necessitate belief in God.”
—Midwest Book Review

“Phil Krapf first shocked the world in 1998 and then again in 2002 by publishing an account of
his experiences with an advanced extraterrestrial civilization. Now he is advancing his personal
disclosures a step further. Whether or not one believes in aliens or angels, Krapf is somebody who
simply cannot be dismissed. His candor and willingness to ‘take it on the chin’ for going public
with highly controversial experiences is indeed courageous and impressive. His latest book opens
the door wider by suggesting that we are not, and perhaps never have been, alone. I truly don’t
know what to make of Phil’s latest admissions other than to say that if he speaks the truth, we
indeed have a profound cause for hope.”
—Ralph Steiner, veteran investigative journalist and former broadcaster with Pacifica Radio

“A well-written, interesting story. Krapf finds himself in unexpected, sometimes hilarious
situations. I can’t help thinking that Paul is related to Phil’s earlier contacts.”
—George LoBuono, author of Alien Mind

“Outstanding…I’m blown away by the implications; this is as important as Phil’s previous
books, as it literally describes now guardian angels work with mankind.”
—Dennis Briefer, former board chair, John Mack Institute

Praise for Krapf’s previous book, The Challenge Of Contact
"I ask that people regard the revelations in Phillip Krapf’s book with the same attention they directed to the
Pentagon Papers in 1971. I view The Challenge of Contact in the same vein, and I say this as one of the
attorneys for the New York Times who worked on the Pentagon Papers case."
—Daniel Sheehan, Chief counsel for civil litigation in the Iran-Contra affair
" Phil Krapf's The Challenge of Contact is in my opinion an honest, bona fide and courageous report of a
real and explosive new reality for modern twenty-first century humanity . . . I commend Phil's courage in
speaking out."
—Retired Command Sgt. Major Robert O. Dean
"There was just something about Phillip Krapf that rang true. I guess that’s all I can say. Over several hours
the story held up—he held up—and you came away with a feeling, ‘Well maybe . . .’"
—Art Bell, Coast to Coast AM Radio, in a 2003 interview
"Intelligent, courageous and coherent . . . Phillip Krapf serves not only as a reporter for his own
extraterrestrial contacts, but also as a spokesperson for the tasks to be completed by humanity."
—R. Leo Sprinkle, Ph.D., President, Academy of Close Encounter Therapists, Author of Soul Samples

